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Passwords and personal identification numbers (PINs) are convenient and ubiquitous, but they are quite vulnerable to attackers
who stand near the user (“shoulder-surfers”). This problem may be partially resolved by changing the user interface, but previous
solutions of this kind still give shoulder-surfing attackers a significant advantage over brute force search. This paper provides a
novel solution based on three dimensions, particularly suitable for glasses-free three-dimensional (3D) displays found in many
smartphones and handheld game consoles. A user at the “3D spot” may log in easily, while nearby shoulder-surfers gain no
advantage. A detailed experimental usability analysis is performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in
comparison to the existing methods.

1. Introduction

User authentication is a procedure that enables a user of a
system to prove his or her identity and to access the system.
Although there are various approaches to user authentication
[1, 2], the practical reality is that authentication based on
the user’s memory is still used in a majority of cases [3].
For example, passwords are frequently used to access desktop
personal computers, terminals, and websites, and personal
identification numbers (PINs) are used to withdraw cash
from an automated teller machine (ATM), unlock a mobile
device, and even open a door. While there have been various
efforts to improve the security of passwords and PINs by
helping users choose good ones and keep them secret; for
example, [3–5], the essential problem of passwords and PINs
is that they are vulnerable to shoulder-surfing attacks. In
other words, anyone who observes the log-on procedure can
easily memorize the password after looking over the user’s
shoulder [6].

One direction of research in the literature to solve this
problem is to revise the interface to input a password or

PIN [6]. That is, instead of entering directly the secret itself,
the user is given randomized challenges and is asked to
input appropriate responses that are computed using the
password or PIN. The challenge-response task should be
designed in an asymmetricmanner so that the usermay easily
compute the responses, while the observer may not obtain
useful information on the secret by observing a session.
For example, the binary PIN-entry method [6] modifies the
regular PIN pad and displays digits with black and white
background colors as a challenge. The user recognizes the
color of the current PIN digit and touches one of the two keys,
“Black” and “White.” To uniquely determine a PIN digit, this
task is iterated four times, requiring 16 stages in total to input
a 4-digit PIN. Figure 1 shows an example wherein “1” is being
inputted via this method over a smartphone.

However, the modification of the input interface does not
solve the problem completely. Because the attacker observes
the challenge-response pairs, s/he may get partial informa-
tion on the secret, if not the whole PIN. Moreover, if the
attacker is helped by additional material such as a recording
device, the attack will be much easier. For example, an
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Example round to input “1” in the binary PIN-entry method [6] (reproduction of Figure 1 in [7]). The user enters “Black,” “Black,”
“White,” and “White” in sequence. (a) Stage 1. (b) Stage 2. (c) Stage 3. (d) Stage 4.

attacker against the above binary method [6] can determine
the PIN uniquely if s/he can record all challenge-response
pairs.

Therefore, a more promising solution is to physically
prevent an attacker from observing an input session [7].
This may be realized using secure secondary channels such
as an audio channel [9, 10] and a vibration channel [9–13]
that are not accessible by the attacker. In these methods,
the challenge transmitted through secondary channels is
combined with the information shown over the open visual
channel. That is, they are multimodal methods. However, it
is known that unimodal performance is much better than
multimodal performance [14], and the visual channel is still
the most effective data transmission channel because about
80% of the information that we obtain comes through our
eyes [15].

Then, a natural question would be “can we construct a
secure visual channel?” In this paper, an affirmative answer to
this question is given, and a secure PIN-entrymethod using a
three-dimensional (3D) display is presented. In the proposed
method called 3DPIN, the random challenge is displayed to
the user as a stereoscopic image. An attacker who does not
have access to the 3D channel obtains no information on
the challenge.The proposed method is particularly useful for
glasses-free 3D displays such as parallax barrier displays [16]
used in various smartphones and handheld game consoles.
The 3D challenge is only visible to the legitimate userwho is at
a specific spot in front of the display, whichwe call the 3D spot,
while the attacker who is located in any other spot does not
recognize the 3D effect. In a setting with 3D glasses such as
a shutter system or a polarization system, the legitimate user
who wears the 3D glasses can recognize the 3D challenge, but
any person who does not wear the glasses cannot.

A part of this paper was presented at GCCE 2014 [8]. In
this extended version, more technical details for the design
of 3DPIN and realization of 3D effects are provided. In
addition, the results of enhanced performance analyses are

explained. Finally, the security against a brute force attack
and a shoulder-surfing attack is analyzed in comparison to
the existing methods.

2. 3DPIN

Figure 2 shows the layout of the proposed method, 3DPIN.
Although the proposed method was implemented and tested
over a smartphone that employs the parallax barrier display
for 3D effects, we modified the screenshots so that the
readersmay understand the concept by using easily accessible
anaglyph glasses with red (left eye) and cyan (right eye) filters.
That is, each digit wasmodified to have two components with
red and cyan colors. If the reader looks at the figures through
the anaglyph glasses, it gives similar effects to the situation
where the reader is at the 3D spot in front of the smartphone.
For example, “8” has a different depth from the other digits, as
shown in Figure 2(b), because the red and cyan components
are in the opposite direction of each other as compared
to the other digits. However, it should be noted that this
does not imply that the reader’s view without the anaglyph
glasses is equivalent to the attacker’s view who is at a wrong
position with respect to the smartphone. Because the red and
cyan figures are displayed in black in the real smartphone
implementation, as shown in Figure 4, a prominent digit and
a depressed digit look the same in two-dimensional (2D)
vision. That is, the attacker who is not at the 3D spot sees
either ten digits with the same depth or ten blurred digits.

The basic principle of the proposed method is similar to
that of a traditional safe with a dial lock. That is, the user is
required to enter a PIN digit by rotating it and aligning it with
an indicator symbol. However, a few novel techniques were
used in the design of the proposed method as follows:

(i) Phantom indicator: in the proposed method, there is
no explicit indicator such as an arrow or a marker
on a dial lock. It is sufficient that one random digit
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Figure 2: Example procedure for one digit entry using the proposed method (reproduction of Figure 1 in [8]). (a) Initial state. (b) Challenge
transmission. (c) Commitment of response. (d) Next digit.

is displayed with a different depth from those of
the others. For example, in a challenge given in
Figure 2(b), the position of “8” is remembered as a
phantom indicator. For the sake of convenience, we
will call “8” an indicator digit in this case. The user’s
task is to align the target PIN digit with the phantom
indicator by rotating the digit array. For maximum
security, we designed the method so that the depth is
displayed for a minimum time and all digits become
located in the same layer (as shown in Figure 2(c))
right after the user starts rotation.

(ii) Rectangular arrangement: the digits are arranged as
a 3 × 4 array as shown in Figure 2(a), not as a circle,
because we found out from a pilot test that the users
better recognize the depth of each digit when the
digits are arranged in a rectangular form than when
they are in a circular or diamond arrangement.

(iii) Position perturbation: when the digits are displayed
in three dimensions, as shown in Figure 2(b), the
horizontal position of each digit is slightly perturbed
for security reasons. The principle of 3D displays is
to show different images to the left and right eyes.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are the simulated images shown
to the left and right eyes, respectively, when there is
no position randomization. When the user who is
at the 3D spot sees the image shown in Figure 3(c),
the attacker who is not at the right position may
see the image in either Figure 3(a) or Figure 3(b).
Whereas the distances between the adjacent digits in
Figure 3(c) are the same, they are different in Figures
3(a) and 3(b). That is, “9,” which is a prominent digit

in the 3D image, has a relatively shifted position in
the separated image for each eye. This may reveal the
indicator to the attacker. We solve this problem by
slightly moving each digit horizontally by a random
amount.

(iv) Indirect touch: in order to rotate the digit array, the
user does not directly touch the digits but uses the
scroll wheel displayed at the right bottom corner of
the touch screen. This indirect interface enhances
security, because the users tend to directly touch the
correct PIN digit unconsciously if they are allowed to
touch the rectangular dial.

As a result of adopting the above four techniques, the
proposed method works as follows: initially, the rectangular
array is displayed as shown in Figure 2(a). All digits are
displayed at the same depth. At the moment the user puts
his/her finger on the scroll wheel, the touched region in the
wheel changes red and the digits change their depth. The
phantom indicator digit, for example, “8” in Figure 2(b),
is displayed as a prominent object and the other digits are
displayed as depressed objects, or vice versa. After the user
recognizes the phantom indicator, s/he scrolls the wheel to
rotate the array if needed. For example, if the user wants to
input “6,” s/he rotates the array by rotating the scroll wheel by
two positions clockwise,moving “6” to the positionwhere “8”
was located initially. At the moment the user starts rotation,
the difference in 3D depth of the digits disappears for higher
security. After rotation by an appropriate amount as shown
in Figure 2(c), the user releases the finger from the display,
which confirms that the user’s choice is “6.” Then, another
rectangular array is displayed for the second digit as shown
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Figure 3: Digits with no position randomization. (a) Image for left eye. (b) Image for right eye. (c) Overlapped image.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Implementation of 3DPIN (reproduction of Figure 2 in [8]). (a) Case wherein the camera sees blurred digits. (b) Case wherein the
camera sees only one image.

in Figure 2(d). The completed stages are highlighted using
black squares. If the user recognizes that a digit was input
incorrectly, then s/he can revoke it by touching the “Back”
button.

3. Implementation Details

We implemented 3DPIN on a smartphone equipped with the
parallax barrier 3D display whose resolution is 800 × 480
pixels. The program was written in Java over Android 2.3.3.
Figure 4 illustrates the proposedmethod at themomentwhen
the 3D challenge shown in Figure 2(b) is given to the user.
Figure 4(a) shows a photograph taken from the 3D spot right
in front of the smartphone.The camera has only one lens, and
we located this lens at the orthogonal point in front of the
smartphone. Then, its view is slightly different from that of
the left eye and that of the right eye. As a result, it only sees
a blurred mixture of these two images. Figure 4(b) shows a
photograph taken at a slight angle from the position of the
left eye.We can see that the camera clearly captured the single
image for the left eye.

We explain the realization of 3D effects in more detail.
The smartphone that we used for the implementation allows
us to express various levels of depth specified by an integer.
If the depth is set as 0, it is located on the same plane of the
LCD display, and the images for the left and right eyes are
identical. On the other hand, a negative depth implies that
the corresponding object is located at a deeper plane. This

effect is realized by horizontally shifting an object for the left
and right eyes to the left and right by an appropriate amount.
The amount of shift is determined by the absolute value of
the depth. The larger the absolute value, the more the object
shifted. In contrast, to represent a positive depth, the object is
shifted in the opposite direction.

Although various depth values may be assigned to each
digit, we use only the numbers with fixed absolute values for a
session. For example, we may assign +2 to the indicator digit
and −2 to the other nine digits, or vice versa. The rationale
for this assignment is related to the security and usability of
the proposed method. First, we explain the security aspect.
In Figure 4(a), we already observed that a one-lens camera
may see a blurred image, which is caused by the horizontal
shift that we explained in the previous paragraph.The shift of
the indicator digit, that is, “8,” should be done in the opposite
direction from the other nine digits, because its depth has a
different sign from that of the other digits. However, as shown
in Figure 4(a), it is not easy to identify the image for either the
left or the right eye from the blurred image.Therefore, it is not
easy for a camera to find the indicator digit if all digits have
the same absolute values in their depths. Our choice of depth
is also justified from the viewpoint of usability. If all digits
have distinct depths, a user may have difficulty discerning
which one is the most prominent one or the deepest one.
Moreover, the user has to know in advance whether the
phantom indicator should be the most prominent one or the
deepest one. By fixing the absolute values of depths, the user
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Figure 6: Tasks for an authentication session.

does not need to know this choice in advance, but s/he only
has to find out the digit with a different depth from the other
digits.

4. Performance Analysis

We conducted a usability study with twenty experimental
subjects.Their ages ranged from 22 to 40 years, and six of the
subjects were female.The purpose of this studywas to analyze
the rough performance of users and identify the bottleneck
among various tasks comprising the authentication proce-
dure for 3DPIN. At the beginning, the workingmechanism of
3DPIN was explained in detail to each participant. Then, the
participant was trained for 5min to become accustomed to
using 3DPIN and was guided to perform four authentication
sessions. Two sessions were conducted using a fixed 4-digit
PIN that the participant chose beforehand, and the other two
sessions were conducted using randomly generated 4-digit
PINs.When the participant failed to enter a correct PIN, s/he
was asked to perform another session.

Now, we analyze the experimental results. Among the 80
sessions, 8 were failures and 8 more sessions were conducted.
There was no failure in the retrial sessions. Therefore, the
probability of erroneous input was 8/80 = 10.0%. Figure 5
shows the average time required for participants S1 to S20 to
complete a session. Because we did not find any significant
difference in the sessions using a fixedPINand a randomPIN,
we did not distinguish between them in the graph. As a result,
we obtained the median authentication time of 12.7 s with an
average of 12.9 s and standard deviation of 2.9 s. Figure 5 also
shows the tasks constituting an authentication session. That

is, one stage to enter a single PIN digit is composed of four
tasks, that is, standby, where the user gets ready to enter the
next PIN digit; touch, where the user touches the scroll wheel
and recognizes the phantom indicator; scroll, where the user
scrolls the wheel so that the PIN digit is aligned with the
phantom indicator; and release, where the user releases the
finger after verifying the alignment. In addition, the user may
perform one or more “back” tasks when s/he wants to cancel
the incorrect input and redo the current stage.

Figure 6 shows the breakdown of times for these tasks,
averaging all sessions of all participants. According to the
measured data, the most time-consuming task is the “touch”
task, where the participants try to identify the indicator
digit by recognizing the difference in its 3D depth from the
3D depth of the other digits. It took about 1.38 seconds
per stage. The participants also consumed nonnegligible
time for the standby task in the first stage. We conjecture
that this is because the users require some time to adjust
themselves to execute the authentication application. The
time for the “scroll” task in each stage is the sum of multiple
movements. That is, a user has to rotate the digits by zero
to five positions in an appropriate direction. However, the
experimental results show that some participants failed to
choose the optimal path in some stages. To be precise, nine
among 320 stages had more than five movements. As a result,
the average number of movements was 2.58, which is slightly
greater than 2.5, the theoretically expected value. The total
time required for the scroll task in each stage was 0.58 s on
average.

We also had a short questionnaire session with each
participant after the test. According to the survey data, 17
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Table 1: Comparison of PIN-entry methods for 4-digit PINs.

Method Channel Authentication time (s) Error (%) PB PS

Regular PIN pad — <3 Approx. 0 1/10,000 Approx. 1.0
Undercover [11] Haptic 32–45 >31.5 1/20,480 1/20,480
VibraPass [12] Haptic 3.9–8.2 >14.8 1/10,000 1/70–1/5
Haptic Wheel [13] Haptic 23.0 16.4 1/15,625 1/15,625

Phone Lock [9] Haptic 28.2 10.4 (+5.6) 1/10,000 1/10,000
Audio 12.2 4.8 (+6.9) 1/10,000 1/10,000

Spinlock [10] Haptic 13.9–20.1 8.3 (+62.3) <1/10,000 <1/10,000
Audio 10.8–16.9 3.3 (+64.0) <1/10,000 <1/10,000

3DPIN 3D 10.6 5.0 1/10,000 1/10,000

participants agreed that there should be a more secure PIN-
entry method than the regular PIN pad, whereas the answers
of 1 and 2 participants were negative and neutral, respectively.
To the question asking whether they would use 3DPIN in
daily life, 15 participants answered affirmatively, and 3 and
2 participants were negative and neutral, respectively. The
reason for this encouraging result was that the participants
felt very secure with 3DPIN. We asked whether they think
that 3DPIN is more secure than the regular PIN pad and let
them assign a score between 1 and 5 on the Likert scale. The
average score was 4.25. However, they thought that 3DPIN
was not as convenient as the regular PIN pad, giving a score
of 2.05 on average to the question asking whether 3DPIN was
more convenient.

Based on the results of the initial test, we designed another
test. The purpose of this second test was to precisely analyze
performance by using more session data. In addition, we
tried to figure out the effect of training through repeated
authentication sessions. It should be noted that the data in the
initial test had been collected from participants who were not
trained in 3DPIN. Then, the natural question is whether we
may enhance the performance of the participants by training
or not. Therefore, we formed a focus group of 10 volunteers
from the 20 participants such that their average performance
was approximately the same as the average of all participants.
Then, each member of the focus group was guided to select
his/her own PIN and perform an intensive experiment with
20 sessions with the fixed PIN. The dashed line shown in
Figure 7 shows that the time required for a session gradually

decreases, although there are a few exceptional values. For
example, the median value among the 10 subjects was 9.5 s
in the last session, and it temporarily dropped to even 8.2 s in
the third-from-the-last session. The average over 20 sessions
was 10.6 s. The solid line shown in Figure 7 shows that the
error rate also decreases as the users get accustomed to the
new method. For example, there is no erroneous input in the
final seven sessions, whereas the error rate of 20 consecutive
sessions is 10/(20 × 10) = 5.0% on average. Therefore, we may
conjecture that the error rate will converge to zero after the
users are sufficiently trained.

5. Comparison with Related Works

In this section, we compare the performance of 3DPIN with
that of the previous secondary channel-based PIN-entry
methods as well as the regular PIN pad. Table 1 summarizes
the results. It lists various PIN-entry methods with the sec-
ondary channels that they use and shows the authentication
time and error rate. For reference, we also compare the
resistance against a brute force attack and a shoulder-surfing
attack. The resistance against a brute force attack, denoted
by 𝑃
𝐵
, represents the probability that the attacker may pass

the authentication test by randomly guessing a PIN. The
resistance against a shoulder-surfing attack, denoted by 𝑃

𝑆
,

represents the attacker’s success probability after observing
one session.

As shown in Table 1, the proposed method guarantees
much better performance than the previous methods. First,
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Undercover [11] andHapticWheel [13] require a considerable
amount of time for authentication and the rate of erroneous
input is too high to be deployed in real-life applications.
Although VibraPass [12] is almost as fast as the regular PIN
pad in some settings (with a “low lie overhead” using the term
defined by De Luca et al. [12]), its security is not significantly
better than that of the regular PIN pad. That is, a shoulder-
surfer can reduce the size of the candidate PIN set to as
small as five after observing only one authentication session.
Moreover, it suffers from a relatively high error rate (De Luca
et al. [12] defined an error as the case where the user inputs
incorrect values in three consecutive trials, which represents
the common practice in ATMs. We recalculated the error
rate according to our definition of error). Phone Lock [9]
and Spinlock [10] have a novel feature that they may be used
with two different channels, that is, either a haptic channel
or an audio channel. In particular, the schemes with an
audio interface guarantee competitive authentication time.
However, it should be noted that it does not include the time
for reset where a user cancels a PIN-entry process, but it only
includes the successful case with no error and no reset. The
figures in the parentheses in the “Error” column of Table 1
represent the reset rate. We see that Spinlock requires a reset
task in more than half of the authentication trials. Therefore,
the authentication time will be significantly greater if we
take the time for the reset task into account. As explained
in the previous section, our data for authentication time
already include the time for touching the “back” button and
reentering the current PIN.

We should also take into account other usability aspects.
First, note that an earphone should be prepared for a secure
audio channel, which significantly degrades the usability and
further increases the authentication time if we include the
time for the user to pick up an earphone and connect it to the
device. In addition,most of the previousmethods are not fully
compatible with 4-digit PINs. For example, Spinlock [10] uses
the combination of digits and directions as in a dial-based
safe, and the PIN is written as, for example, “5 to the right, 3
to the left, 4 to the right, and 2 to the left.” If we want to enter
the PIN for our bank account on a banking application of a
smartphone, there should be a compatible mapping between
the regular PIN and the Spinlock PIN. Because this mapping
is not straightforward, the user essentially has to memorize
two different PINs, that is, the 4-digit PIN for ATM banking
and the Spinlock PIN for smartphone banking. Note that this
is not the case in 3DPIN.

In summary, the PIN-entry time, the error rate, and
the other usability aspects of 3DPIN are very promising as
compared to those of related works, and it is a practical
solution for authentication. In addition, as verified in the
training test in the previous section, its performance may be
significantly improved as compared to the values given in
Table 1.

Finally, we briefly mention other related works. The con-
cept of using a sweet spot for security is not a completely new
one but has already been suggested in the context of visual
secret sharing [17]. In this scheme, the secret information can
be recovered only at a sweet spot when the two transparent
shares are located in parallel with an exact amount of space

between them. However, this approach cannot be applied to
authentication. A 3D visual channel was also used by Lee
and Nam [18] as a secure interface, but their method did
not fully utilize the advantage of the 3D channel and did
not aim at achieving the maximum level of security. As a
result, its 𝑃

𝑆
was 1/10, which was significantly higher than

that of the proposed 3DPIN although it was ten times lower
than that of the regular PIN pad. One may also consider
an approach to physically obstruct the attacker’s view. For
example, a user may shield the device with his/her hand [19].
However, this method may leak some partial information
about a PIN.There is also amethod that uses a back-of-device
panel [20], but this interface is not available in most current
off-the-shelf smartphones. Finally, we remark that another
kind of secure visual channel may be implemented if an
additional device with short-range communication capability
is available [21, 22].

6. Discussion on Interface Design

In this section, we explain the interface design of 3DPIN
in more detail and discuss a few issues to improve its
performance and usability. First, we would like to remark that
the final layout of 3DPIN shown in Figure 2 is the result of
our multiple-round pilot study. In our initial design stage, we
have considered the following four factors:

(i) Arrangement of digits: we considered three alterna-
tives: linear (see Figures 8(a) and 8(b)), diamond (see
Figure 8(c)), circular, and rectangular (see Figure 2)
arrangements.

(ii) Indicator types: we considered two alternatives. The
first one was to use visible and explicit indicator
symbols as in the traditional dial lock. For indicators,
ten distinct graphic symbols such as a diamond (X),
a star (‰), and a club (♣) were selected and each
symbol was located next to each digit from 0 to 9 (see
Figure 8(a)). In this version, which can be regarded as
a 3D version of the method in [7], the 3D effect was
given to the indicators instead of digits. The second
alternative was not to use any indicator, which is the
final design shown in Figure 2.

(iii) Interface for digit movement: in the initial prototype
shown in Figure 8(a), the digits were moved by
two buttons, “Left” and “Right,” which required too
many button touches. As an alternative, we adopted
scrolling interface, that is, a linear scroll pad for the
linear arrangement (see the pad with five sections in
Figure 8(b)) and a scroll wheel for the diamond, cir-
cular, and rectangular arrangements (see Figure 8(c)).

(iv) Fonts of digits: line thickness, size, and shapes of PIN
digits may affect the performance of PIN-entry.

To decide the best design in the aspect of authentication
time and error rate, we tried various combinations of the
above factors in an informal pilot study and finalized the
current design, that is, a rectangular arrangement with a
phantom indicator and a scroll wheel. As for the choice of
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8: Alternative design of 3DPIN. (a) Linear arrangement, visible indicators (graphic symbols), and button interface for digit movement.
(b) Linear arrangement, phantom indicator, and linear scroll pad. (c) Diamond arrangement, phantom indicator, and scroll wheel.

font, it was found out that a large and slim figure with a
shadow effect was the best choice as shown in Figure 4.

However, we do not claim that the current design of
3DPIN is the optimal one. In the interview with the partici-
pants of our usability test, some participants raised questions
about the layout of 3DPIN. The main issues were that the
rectangular layout and the scroll wheel do not match each
other intuitively and that sometimes participants tend to for-
get the position of the phantom indicator while rotating the
digit array. This implies that, for better usability, qualitative
aspects should be considered as well as quantitative aspects
such as authentication time and error rate. In addition, the
quantitative aspect itself could be improved. For example,
according to the experimental results shown in Figure 6, the
most time-consuming task is the “touch” task.Then, it would
be promising to find an alternative design which focuses on
reducing the bottleneck. For this purpose, a more thorough
and in-depth adjustment and evaluation on user interface
should be done. In addition, it would also be interesting to
devise a tool to educate the users for better performance
and verify the effectiveness of this tool by a more rigorous
inspection, for example, by performing a regression analysis.
We leave these issues as our future work.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a PIN-entry method that uses
the 3D display of a smartphone as the secure channel for
data transmission.The proposedmethod, 3DPIN, guarantees
fast authentication and low error rate by using an easy user
interface and minimizing the amount of finger movement.
However, there are still many open research issues to improve

the usability of 3DPIN as mentioned in the previous section.
In addition, it would be an interesting research direction to
develop a 3D interface for entering a general password instead
of a numeric PIN. Finally, the clear limit of 3DPIN is that
it is restricted to devices with 3D displays. Therefore, the
development of a unimodal PIN-entry method using only a
standard visual channel would be promising.
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